
 

 

 

I. Call to Order - 7:40 
II. Opening Roll Call 

III. Approval of the Agenda 
a. motion to approve, seconded 

i. Ben: add Ben Gerstein to rep reports 
1. motion to approve, seconded 

ii. Anushka: add Brian Koziara as confirmation of Election Director 
1. motion to approve, seconded 

iii. Motion to approve, seconded, approved 
IV. Approval of the Previous Minutes 

a. Minutes from 17th meeting of Seventh Assembly on January 9, 2018 (Sent via 
email) 

i. motion to approve, seconded, approved 
V. Guest Speakers 

a. Kevin Yang 
i. Kevin: Hello everyone, my name is Kevin, Treasurer of CSG. Doing a 

quick overview of last semesters budget. Ar-0075 approved full 2017 
budget. 420,000 of budget available. Rollover from previous semester 
and student fees. 285,000 used, about 65%, expected. These numbers 
are not entirely finalized, still need to finalize some items. At 
university, timing discrepancy with Innovate and bookings made in 
advance. May not charge until a later date if booked early. Account 
allocations. General reserve is money set aside, nothing spent. For the 
83% percent for operations account, largest expect for Diag Day with 
$4500, lighting, tent, etc. CSG payroll paid for Jim, web managers, etc. 
AirBus account still being finalized for what revenues have come in 
already. SOFC is where large majority of CSG money goes. award 
400,000 to student orgs on campus, most student orgs have received 
funding from CSG. Budget utilization ratio was around 75%, planned, 
every org spends twice as much in the winter semester than in the fall. 
Planning for the school year, holding large events in the winter, will not 
schedule events on a saturday in the Fall because of Football. Winter 
semester is twice as much expense as Fall semester, have an intentional 
rollover to save for the Winter semester. Executive Discretionary spend 
18000, Communications Discretionary 15000, come from innovate 



 

 

largely. Legislative discretionary best performing legislative body over 
the past three years. Shoutout to Jake, Max, and Ben. Happy to answer 

ii. Zeke: Information about salaries public? 
1. Kevin: not sure 

iii. Zeke: does budget surplus hurt us? 
1. Kevin: we need to spend money most responsible for student 

body. Rollover is okay 
iv. Efe: please go back to the last slide  

b. Lena Dreves 
i. Hello, thank you for having me here tonight. i know that there is a lot 

happening in CSG. I am in the campus climate commission. What is a 
way that we can get students to give back? Helps negate negative 
feelings towards people, brings in less represented students. Volunteer 
for Big Brother Big Sisters in the pass, hoping to do a one-on-one 
thing. Want to go to our campus and try not to duplicate any efforts, but 
see what is missing. Look at the gap and see that it is primarily 
targeting juniors and seniors in high school, had prerequisites. Have to 
think about the college before getting into program. Target at risk 
students who might not be thinking about college right now. Instead of 
making this something to help the university, want something that will 
help the mentee. Do not have a mission statement, want 5 more 
students to be involved first. Go in with no expectations, being a friend 
and a role model, not focusing on academic success first. Build 
credibility. In contact with Ypsilanti Community High School. Only 
one student has gotten into UM in the last 5 years, much worse poverty 
level. One of the things to be concerned about is sustainability, want 
mentors that will stay with the program and will not leave high school 
students hanging. Looking to be a three semester period, get resources 
in Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor and workshops that will help with ACT 
prep, how to study, etc. The goal is to put together 5 solid students who 
can put in 3 hours a week for this. Next fall want mentors to apply and 
be trained based on what is at stake. Every week want to meet with 
them (principal and superintendent), build trust and credibility to make 
sure they feel comfortable with what we are doing. In winter of 2019, 
bring in mentors to the school. Long timeline is to make sure that 
everything is stabilized to avoid harm. Right now we have 2 undergrads 
working on the project, lots of meetings, taking 4 weeks to find 3 



 

 

different students who are interested in building this training program. 
Looking for students, know that CSG is well connected. Do not want a 
lot of advertising, would rather have word of mouth to get interested in 
it. understand that it is a big commitment, happy to answer any 
questions about it.  

1. Efe: How do you anticipate the relationship between high 
schoolers and college students? 

a. Lena: freshman and sophomores in high school not 
thinking about college. Put someone in their life to think 
about possibility of college, seed in their subconscious to 
think about it. Being that person there to encourage 
further thought about their future. Even if they decide to 
not pursue it or to pursue different field, just get people 
thinking about it. The financial aspect of it may hold 
students back, want to make sure they have support and a 
friend.  

2. Marzia: I am a mentor for Wolverine Pathways, could benefit to 
form network and experience there.  

a. Lena: have talked to the leader, here to partner. Targeting 
two different groups, down the road it would be an 
amazing partnership. Could get the students to join, want 
to get students targeted that havent been targeted in the 
past.  

3. Marianne: Have you heard of Innovate? Did you consider 
bringing your project through that? 

a. Yes, not sure if we need that much funding for the 
project. May not know enough, need students 

VI. Community Concerns  
a. Sammy Lawrence: Good evening CSG members, I am a senior in the Ford 

school and president of ford school campus. I am here to talk about the rise of 
the anti-semitism. Not just a far right group in other places, it is on campus and 
it hurt me. Called DPSS to talk about finding a swastika in the bathroom in the 
CSG. Heard nothing back from CSG, even though they were briefed. 
According to FBI, 54% of all religiously related hate crimes are jewish related. 
Only 54% of all adults in the world have heard of the Holocaust. Chant “Jews 
will not replace us”, at the Charlottesville rally. Today I protested the Steven 
Salaita speak. He is unemployed, tweeted anti-semitism tendencies on twitter. 



 

 

A few jewish students pass out fliers expressing his anti-semitism values. Says 
that it is misinterpreted. Felt that the University felt that it endorsed the speech. 
The body of the people who represent students remained silent. Asked Mr. 
Saliata to explain his categorization of Jewish, stems from fictional texts about 
Jewish. Majority of congregation at his synagogue are poor, fled country. Mr. 
Saliata said his tweet was a joke. Part of the planning community to counter 
event for spencer. When the body is silent. anti-semitism can take many forms, 
including political correctness that does not take action against antisemitism. 
Take action today. 

i. motion to approve time by 3 minutes, seconded, approved 
VII. Executive Communications 

a. Anushka: Hello, I hope you are all staying warm today. i hope you had a 
chance to go to MLK events. a few executive nominations. The podcast will be 
the first week of february, Anushka will be the first guest. Talk to exec if you 
want to be on it. All campus email last week about student advisory committee 
for ann arbor city council. If interested in filling in open seat, please make sure 
to apply by January 25, send application to joe goldberg. Innovate starts 
tomorrow 7-9pm at League ballroom. Saneal groupon keynote speaker, lots of 
people have put in work for the event.  

b. Nadine: happy tuesday 
c. Joe Goldberg: pending confirmation, new chief of staff for Anushka. Looking 

for new Campus Climate commission chair. want someone for next week. 
Start sending Alex Contis summary of what work the subcommittees are doing 
every week, can contact respective committees.  

d. Olivia: pending confirmation, new chief of staff for Nadine.  
VIII. Report of the Speaker 

a. Not much to say, Izzy has a presentation for you all. Mentorship. 
i. Izzy: CSG mentorship initiative. steep learning curve coming into CSG, 

takes a semester to get into projects. Work on mentorship program.Will 
be sent an excel sheet with the project you are working on. New reps 
reach out to old reps to work on initiative. Want a group of 4-5 people. 
Will send out a powerpoint about it. Want the mentee to understand the 
culture and some unspoken rules. Biggest impact will be to foster a 
more productive environment that will be most beneficial. 
Responsibilities will be: for the mentor, make time, maintain 
confidentiality. Mentee should seek advice and establish their 



 

 

objective. If you document your meeting for old and new rep, counts as 
committee attendance. Will send out excel sheet now.  

IX. Representative Reports 
a. Ben: For those of you who don’t know me, Ben Gerstein form LSA. Given 

what we have heard from community concerns, important to provide a 
statement of what is problematic. Tweets from steven Aaliata’s speech on 
campus today. “the logic of antisemitism applied by zionist makes everyone 
not a psychopath, you are anti-semitic”. Zionism: transforming anti-semitism 
from something horrible into honorable since 1948. I will not give in to the 
condemnation of anti-semitism from Hamas. Saliata was given a platform by 
faculty to spread these ideas. Refused to walk back comments from his 
writing, clear anti-semitic comments. Believes that Jewish are wealthy and 
have built anti-semitic beliefs. Fired from University of Illinois for these 
beliefs. The cause of the world problem, to Scaliata, are jewish people and 
students. Difference between legitimate of Israel’s policies and blaming Israel 
for all of the world’s problems. When extrapolated to this extent, is 
anti-Semitic. Anti-semitism is present on campus today, must reject just as we 
do for all other form. 

X. Committee Reports 
a. Rules Committee 

i. Jared: rules will be moved to 5:30 on Wednesday this week, should 
stay this way for rest of the semester. Look at upcoming resolution 
made by Whit to election code, talk about future changes to the 
operating procedures. Will be doing this again on Wednesday. 
Couches. Or online. You should come.  

b. Resolutions Committee 
i. Zoha: hello everyone, one resolution brough for first reads back in Fall, 

about supporting Leo. Resolutions meets every thursday at 5pm in 
conference room H.  

c. Communications Committee 
i. Marianne: Right after the meeting, will send out application to be 

permanent member of comms. Meeting on thursday 5-6 in union 
chambers. Considering getting a CSG photographer to take picture of 
our events, other donut and coffee types of events. Spotlighting student 
orgs initiatives, if that sounds interesting, apply. 

d. Finance Committee  



 

 

i. Jake: shoutout to Kevin for working the budget and presenting it. 
Meeting this thursday at 6pm in Winter Gardens of Ross 

e. Executive Nominations 
i. Efe: we have a couple of interviews for the elections and confirmations 

tonight. Still some more shuffling in exec branch going into the next 
few weeks. Will get into confirmations.  

XI. Election and Recall of Members 
a. Confirmation of Joe Goldberg as Chief of Staff to the President 

i. Joe: my name is Joe, senior in LSA. senior policy advisor last semester, 
vice speaker last year.  

1. Izzy: what do you view to be toughest part of future job 
a. Dealing with communication aspect will be difficult, 

wide variety of projects. Large assembly, team, and 
commissions, try to make sure it is organized 

2. Zoha: what made you decide to switch positions 
a. Anushka asked for me to due to former Chief of Staff 

resigning 
3. Alex: what is your spirit animal 

a. Dolphin, like to swim 
ii. Efe: Joe has wide array of CSG experience over the past view semester. 

Full confidence in recommendation 
iii. Motion to appoint, seconded, approved 

b. Confirmation of Olivia Gunther as Chief of Staff to the Vice President 
i. Olivia: currently a senior policy advisor, studying gender and health 

and political science. Study in a lab too.  
ii. Efe: new to CSG for the school year, but has wealth of knowledge 

about the organization. Full confidence in recommendation. 
iii. Motion to confirm, seconded, approved 

c. Confirmation of Thaddaeus Gregory as Student General Counsel 
i. Thaddaeus: in Michigan Law, went to Carleton college in Minnesota. 

Play baseball, campaign manager for judge 
1. Zeke: do you think you are overqualified 

a. absolutely not 
2. Marianne: favorite part about minnesota? 

a. the people. so many nice people  
3. Kevin: do you have any advice for 1L? 



 

 

a. as stressful as 1L is, have fun and built friendship. Not as 
competitive between the students.  

4. Jared: why would you ever go to a school in northfield? 
a. afraid of going to school in the big city, from big city, 

thought that having small community could help 
5. Kevin: what position in baseball? in jazz band? Are you 

overqualified 
a. pitcher, played ten instruments 

6. Whit: do you have any previous student gov experience 
a. I do not, mostly did sports and music. Have the time to 

commit to students and give back. Always wanted to do.  
7. Ipithal: are you planning to run for President? 

a. one day for politics 
ii. Efe: Thaddeus is newcomer, but has made a great effort. Full 

confidence in recommendation 
iii. Motion to appoint, seconded, approved 

d. Brian Kuziara as Elections Director  
i. Good evening, 3L at Michigan Law. Experience for CSG goes back to 

undergrad, a rep for LSA in CSG. Served as a candidate and a party 
chair for a few different parties. Understand how campaigns are run, 
understand the real pressures of the campaigns. Served as back-up 
election director in spring 2015. Duties bring background and 
understanding to ensure that run in fair and impartial way for any 
complaints brought up during election 

1. Kevin: any advice for a 2L student? 
a. enjoy time in 2L, 3L is hard 

2. Jared: past election directors take activist approach, what is your 
view for running election 

a. What do you mean by activist approach 
i. instead of waiting for complaints, actively check 

b. As election director, need to act in framework of 
adversarial system. Need to bring the complaint up to the 
election director. Election director is not supposed to be 
digging up dirt on infractions if not supposed to. can lead 
to favoritism and partiality. That is why there is a special 
prosecutor for those who can not bring formal complaint. 



 

 

Election director should sit back and review in an 
impartial way.  

3. Whit: are there any topics you anticipate advising about 
a. open to advising about anything, nothing on my radar for 

the upcoming election.  
4. Alex: what is your spirit animal 

a. Eagle, sees everything from above 
ii. Efe: have not met with him yet.  

iii. Motion to provisionally confirm, seconded, approve 
XII. New Business  

a. A.R. 7-030 A Resolution to Enact the CSG Winter 2018 Budget 
i. Kevin: This is a resolution to enact the Winter budget. This semester, 

working with budget of $465,000. look at line 10 are estimate at 
$325,000, will not have full numbers until add/drop deadline. will have 
final numbers by next week’s read. May be asking why it is lower, lots 
of people have graduated or abroad. Intentional rollover from SOFC is 
in there. Looking on line 12, allocations for CSG accounts this 
semester, the compiled code has mandates for minimum and maximum 
account balances, everyone has enough money to do what they need to 
do.  

1. Jared: why is legislative discretionary low 
a. working with each account to see how much demand we 

see come through. we know that we have two resolutions 
requesting funds, totalling roughly $2,000. it is a flexible 
number, encourage you to continue coming up with ideas 

b. Jake: justification comes from elections in the spring, 
less resolutions due to campaigning 

2. Whit: what is the elections money for 
a. Basically to run CSG elections every single semester, has 

not been touched since 2014. Specific vehicle for 
specific payment, $800 to newly elected elections 
director 

3. Whit: who decides elections director gets paid $800 
a. from precedent, fall director’s payment is $500 payment 

bc much less work 
ii. Referred to finance 



 

 

b. A.R. 7-031 A Resolution to Support and Promote Training on Combating 
Modern-Day Anti-Semitism 

i. Point is to have Sherri Brown come give a presentation about 
anti-semitism. many reps ask questions that no one could answer, want 
more questions. no student in present or past assembly have been an 
expert on the issues, want a professional to come in.  

ii. Izzy: sherri brown is a nationally recognized expert in anti-semitism. 
Lots of misconceptions about what anti-semitism looks like in 21st 
century, want to talk about it. This is an amazing opportunity for us to 
learn. Not a training about israel related to jewish identity, broader 
about how it relates to modern anti-semitism.  

1.  Ofsa: what exactly would this event look like? 
a. Izzy: about 2 hours, dialogue facilitated. Open speech 

and dialogue with each other 
b. Joe: two hour for active training. give introduction to 

what she does, how to recognize it, how to respond. stay 
for an hour after 

2. Marianne: what is 500 
a. speaking fee 

3. Ipithal: would this be open to everyone on campus 
a. Joe: goal is to be a training, cap it around 40 or 50 people 

to get a good training. Go to CSG first, then go to other 
organizations.  

4. Anushka: there is an event the day  
5. Lloyd: what is the first part. Is any part coalition training 

a. will talk about how anti-semitism defies progressive 
movement and talk about coalition building 

6. Hofsa: wondering if you can clarify what Hilal’s role is in this 
event 

a. Hilal represents broad range of people who identity on 
campus, this is why Hilal invited her. Do not belong that 
any Hilal leaders will be at the event, but will be there 
the day prior 

7. Marianne: how will you reach out to other leaders 
a. Plan to go to UC to talk to other leaders, but the goal is 

still to get it to CSG members the most. Will still be open 
to CSG members even if not sponsored 



 

 

iii. Whit: I would recommend modifying Last Resolved clause, cannot 
pass something and then say it is not passed. should say “this shall have 
no effect” 

iv. Kevin: in second to last resolved clause, change “speakers fee to be less 
informal 

v. Kevin: If there is enough demand, we should consider having a second 
session where we could allocate another $500 dollars for it 

vi. Hafsa: if attending this event would count for attendance for CSG reps, 
include a clause on that.  

vii. Referred to finance 
c. A.R. 7-032 A Resolution to Further Revise the Election Code 

i. Whit: take questions on points that are interesting to people instead of 
wading through it point by point. Either things we noticed or that came 
up in Fall Elections 

1. Anushka: can you explain line 46 why you specify students 
should be able to have write-ins for all elections 

a. Currently not mentioned 
b. What benefit does that bring? 

i. We can in the sense that we have, but not clear 
that we have it, or that we should permit that. 
clearer for those trying to understand the elections 
code. Put it in as to apply to all elections, believe 
in practice it has 

2. Anushka: line 22, suggest adding confirming potential voters, 
do you think this suggests endorsements for CSG members? 

a. This is from the section about campaigning, the intention 
is to clarify a potential loophole. Student awareness of 
CSG elections not very high, might be an effective 
strategy to get votes by encouraging student participation 

b. Do you think the code does not govern this? 
i. Not very well 

3. Efe: line 66, resolve clause. Can you explain? 
a. Section about if there is an initiative or referendum. Our 

interpretation was that the Assembly does not have the 
authority to make that limitation, says that only 80% of 
signatures on a referendum can come from one school or 
college. We believe that this is unconstitutional. Must 



 

 

review 100 of the signatures, should look at 20% of 
signatures instead.  

4. Austin: in the resolve clause that discusses changing UMPD 
chair election 

a. In fall election, have problem with elections director not 
knowing what to do with this election, UMPD did not 
know when they would know who filled the seat. Did 
emailing to connect the two groups in order to be seated. 
Specifying very broadly that this correction should be 
made  

5. Austin:  
a. Must have 2 staff members, two oversight members, two 

students. the way that the school have chosen to do this is 
through the csg elections even though it is not a CSG 
seat. Already a special seat 

6. Austin: in CSJ to UEC, can you explain motivations for this 
a. motivation is to make it more the responsibility of the 

UEC to oversee the elections, our feeling was that the 
CSJ was brought into the process by the election code, 
did not know what to do, felt unconnected. Seemed that 
the UEC was a more appropriate group to handle it. 

7. Austin: notice language is about referendum. Potential for 
conflict of interest by those who are appointed by members 
picked and confirmed by the Assembly? Does this eliminate  a 
check on this assembly? 

a. UEC members are appointed by assembly and 
confirmed, the new system is not noticeably worse to be 
more connected 

8. Austin: do you believe that this resolve clause is 
unconstitutional? 

a. will need to look at it 
ii. Anushka: line 22, first resolve clause, strike that, places liability on 

individual student who is not in coordination with campaign, by being 
responsible. Strike line 42, clear identification of funding materials, a 
lot of campaigns buy t-shirts which would require more money to add 
this sentence. Line 44 placing campaign material available to 50 
students, believe this opens door for people to place flier at a public 



 

 

event, unfair to candidate. Line 46, clarification about write-ins, not 
necessary if already allowed.. Line 56, take out “of the Its”. Line 60, 
talk about time period, strong believer to stay at 24 hours, students need 
to be notified as soon as possible.  

iii. Austin: line 22 and line 39, agree with Anushka. as they stand they 
create more problems. line 46, strongly support, needs to be in there. 
line 62, look into the constitutionality of the clause 

iv. Referred to rules 
XIII. Old Business  

a. A.R. 7-028 A Resolution to Produce a Statement on Supporting LEO 
i. Lloyd: brought this before break, support LEO, the University 

Lecturers, professors who are not tenured advocate for better support 
and higher wages. Asking for support through our CSG, as well as 
Dearborn and Flint, most professors I have talked to are in support of 
this. More clarity in its explanations.  

1. Austin: changes from first reads? 
a. No 

b. Voting: 29 votes for yes, 1 abstain, resolution passes 
XIV. Motions and Other Business 
XV. Announcements and Matters Arising 

a. Alex: right now will send and share out for the sign-up for office hours. Those 
will start next week. Please sign up for those. Our BBM liaison is abroad, 
looking for a CSG liaison for building better relations.  

b. Elle: Innovate is tomorrow, at 7pm. Bring a friend and apply to comms 
c. Zoha: office hours start next week. Meteor hit near Detroit roughly 40 minutes 

ago.  
d. Whit: I play in a show at Hill Auditorium on Sunday.  
e. Zeke: Quidditch is selling tickets in Mason Hall starting tomorrow, selling 

tickets for the dance. $12 at mason. Doing 50/50 raffle, half goes to Quidditch, 
half goes to the raffle, buy length of tickets for $10.  

f. Marzia: can more than one person sign up for each time slot? 
i. yes, as long as in a different location 

ii. can also sign up for week two since it is biweekly.  
g. Selena: when will be getting placards for office hours? 

i. will be done this week 
h. Alex: you must go to these office hours or else you will get an absence. 

XVI. Closing Roll Call 



 

 

XVII. Adjournment - 9:23 






